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NEW PRODUCTS 
Mecanorma Graphic Book 

The current Mecanonna Design Book No.14- priced at 
£4.99, is now available from your local stockist and contains 
a vast range of graphic design materials, drawing instru
ments and office equipment within its 500 or so pages. 
Again it incorporates an alphabetical product index and Me
canonna's unique triangular "rubber stamp" symbol for 
identification of new products, this easy-to-use catalogue is 
as always a must for the drawing office. The main additions 
to the new catalogue are as follows:-

(a) a further extension to the range of dry transfer and 
adhesive tones including 92 new letterpress sheets, 19 Mas
tertype sheets, 26 symbol and vignette sheets and 46 
Nonnatone sheets. Also available is a Tone Film Selector 
containing the entire range of co-ordinated dot screens on 
non-adhesive, 100% transparent film. 

(b) Creativ' Markers- a new range of single and twin 
tipped markers which complement and match their existing 
art and brush colour markers. The Creativ' Markers include 
a range of 116 colours in broad, medium or fine tips plus 12 
Graduated Colours in percentages of 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 
75% and 100%. 

(c) Graduated colour papers are available in 30 shades 
for the 60 x 80cm sheet size and 50 shades for the A4 for
mat, and are designed for posters, publicity paste-ups, 
illustration backgrounds etc., and are suitable for use in 
photocopiers and laserprinters. 

(d) Colour Guide and Swatchbooks- the colour guide 
contains 1,243 shades obtained solely by mixing the con
ventional colours, namely cyan, magenta, yellow and black 
in single, two and three colour printings. Each shade is grad
uated from 5% to 100% and is presented in 10 detachable 
samples (18 x 26cm) of each shade indicating their percent
age and colour. These samples are refillable and can be 
pinned to artwork or colour separations together with print
ing instructions. Swatchbooks are available for 5 of the 
Mecanonna colour ranges - creativ' markers, art markers, 
matt film, Normacolour paper and graduated colour papers. 

(e) Mecanonna has introduced a new range of8 profes
sional air brushes with a choice of 4 compressors together 
with the associated accessories which combine to give a 
complete system of masks, retouching and pigmented inks, 
cutting tools and supporting media to the graphic artist. 

(t) Polyester films - Mecanonna now offer a range of 
polyester drawing and diazo films in 5 sheet thicknesses, 5 
sheet formats and 4 roll widths. Also available is "Cristal
lin" film, claimed to be 10% more transparent and ideal for 
multiple overlays and plotter printouts. 

(g) Modul Case is a new system designed for document 
or drawing transporting or storage and is produced in 4 for
mats, 2 thicknesses and 4 basic colours and fashion tones. 
The polypropylene case has a retractable handle/label 
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holder and can be used individually as an executive case or 
filled and stacked in multiples. 

(h) Mecanorma plotter pens, roller tips and fibre pens 
are now available for Benson, Calcomp 1 and 2, Hewlett 
Packard and Houston plotters. The plotter pens incorporate 
most of the features of the MG 1 pen and come in a wide 
range of Din and Iso standard widths as chrome or tungsten 
tips. 

Mecanorma Artwork Spray 
New from Mecanonna is their re-formulated artwork 

spray - now cleaner and easier to use than before and ozone 
friendly as it is CFC free. The special introductory retail 
price is £4.99 +VAT per can (usual price £6.93 + VAT- a 
saving of28%). 

Letraset 
Letragraphica Premier issue number 10 incorporates 

seven new headline and display faces with seventeen differ
ent references. This issue, supplied to subscribers, also 
contains an information typebook showing all the Letra
graphica Premier typefaces, a designers knife and a £4 
coupon to cover the cost of Letraset's type magazine Ba
seline. 

The Letratech disposable technical pen, recently laun
ched by Letraset, is on offer from their Marketing Services 
Dept. For every five Letratech pens purchased (0.25, 0.35, 
0.5 or 0.7mm), one will be given free of charge. A pack of 
five currently retails at £16.23 to £17.99 plus VAT, depend
ing on line width. 

Artcase is a new carrying case from Letraset made from 
two tough asymmetrical moulded plastic shells hinged at the 
base, which can also double up as a portable, sloping work 
surface. The case in its black finish, opens flat for ease of 
use, is free standing and has a strong moulded handle which 
is lockable for extra security. Other features include clip
open rings for A2 plastic sleeves, shaped recess for up to A1 
size rolls, large detachable pocket sub-divided to hold draw
ing pens, markers, instruments, art materials, papers, tape, 
books or files and room for art pads up to A2 size. Price on 
application to local supplier. 

Panto ne 
Pantone Inc. have now published matt coated versions 

of their colour reference guides in response to an increase 
in demand from graphic designers for matt coated papers. 
The Pantone Colour Formula Guide 747XR I Matte Coated 
is used by printers to identify the precise printing ink for
mula used to mix and control the colour but can also be used 
as a tool for colour selection. The Pantone Colour Specifier 
747XR I Matte Coated guide can be used by cartographers, 
graphic designers and printers for specifying and communi
cating the Pantone colour standards on matt coated papers. 
Both guides show the complete range of over 700 Pantone 
colours on matt coated paper. 
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Conte Air Brushes 

The Conte 28003 Sacre Coeur air brush uses an exter
nal design which mixes the ink and air together outside the 
tip of the brush head nozzle and is suitable for covering large 
areas or for general stippling, and retails at £15.85. 

The smaller 28004 model will cope with medium to 
heavy viscosity inks etc. in its internal mixing system, which 
also incorporates an adjustable spray pattern and retails at 
£7.17. 

Pentel 

New from Pentel is theirrange of See Thru Fluorescent 
Highlighters which are designed to compliment their range 
of general highlighters. The specially formulated fluores
cent ink is designed not to discolour or erase print and is 
suitable for use on computer printout paper, thermo paper, 
carbonless copies and of course ordinary paper. The wedge 
shaped tip will draw narrow or broad lines and retails at 86p 
including VAT. 

Kings Legend 

Kings Legend have replaced their Commodore Draw
ing Stand with the Commodore MK2 drawing stand which 
is designed for AO size boards containing parallel motion of 
drafting machines up to 1250 x 2220mm. The Mk2 has a 
single pedestal stand with gas cylinder vertical movement 
and a vertical column supported by ball-bearings. The 
unique "Torcotrol" system is used for horizontal balance and 
provides infinite adjustments for any combination of draft
ing machine, drawing board or board illumination. The fully 
welded frame rotates through 360• and comes in ivory and 
black at a retail price of £545. 

LEFT: Kings Legend Commodore Mk2 
TOP RIGHT: Stern 100 Texter 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Lectrostik Waxcoater 

Also available from Kings Legend is the Addelux Task 
Lamp for use on inclined work surfaces up to 920 x 150mm 
fitted with either parallel motion or drafting machines. The 
lamp can be centrally mounted with a single fixing bracket 
behind the drafting board and adjusted to suit the needs of 
the individual. 

The Stem 100 Texter supplied by Kings Legend, has 
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had 15 new functions added to its 6 existing functions which 
have also been expanded, the new Texter is being offered at 
no extra cost i.e. £595. The Stem 100/8K Texter is also on 
offer at £690 and includes an integral permanent memory 
address with an 8,131 character capacity. 

Details from Kings Legend Ltd., Eastlands Industrial 
Estate, King Georges Avenue, Leiston, Suffolk, IP16 4LL 
Telephone (0728) 832161 

Lectrostik Waxcoater 

The Lectrostik hand-held waxer is both and easy and 
safe to use, has constant temperature control and is con
structed of see-through plastic which allows the user to 
monitor the wax level at all times. 

Details from J.J.Huber Ltd., Bellbrook, Uckfield, 
Sussex, TN22 1QL. Telephone (0825) 61533 

Don Mycroft & Co. 

Three new products are now available from Kimoto -
Kimomask masking film, KDP bright-light film and the 
'Corfix' re-touching pen. Kimomask is suitable for for CAD 
mask-cutters and hand cutting, and is claimed to give many 
advantages such as improved density, an improved matt sur
face for better photographic contact and improved 
self-healing properties to ease lifting without tearing. 

KDP bright-light contact film is a negative acting film 
consisting of a light-sensitive aluminium layer on a clear 
polyester base. The film features high sensitivity (short ex
posure to UV light), high resolution (180 lines /inch), is easy 
to handle as it is developed by steam or warm water and has 
a shelf life of over two years. Due to the chemical-free pro
cessing and the highly transparent base this film is well 
suited to high precision cartographic and photogrammetric 
work. 

The 'Corfix' re-touching pen is designed to remove an 
image from materials such as Kodak PMT or Agfa Copy
proof and features a double-ended pen that can both fix and 
delete. The pen retails at £20.25 for a pack of three. 

Don Mycroft also supplies Piltic sensitised masking 
film for key line work; the KAMI range of scanner products; 
Kimoto scanner foil; and the new Spin Cutter for magnified 
cutting of masking films. 

Details from D.Mycroft & Co., 40A Jasmine Grove, 
London SE20 8JP. Telephone 01-659-1424. 

Du Pont 

Du Pont have recently developed two dust resistant 
Bright Light films, BLF-X contact film and BLD-X dupli
cating film both are treated with X-STATstatic guard, which 
is said to greatly reduce the accumulation of static elec
tricity. A series of production trials have already been 
undertaken on bright light film treated with X-STAT, and 
even when rubbed with the intention of generating static, 
they remain dust free. 

Arnold Cook (Graphic Arts) Ltd. 

New from Amold Cook are a range of light boxes, 
transparency viewers and wall mounted viewers from White 
Screen. The viewers can be either free-standing or used with 
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brackets and swivel arm for mounting on desks, walls or 
light tables. There two sizes available with a viewing area 
of30 x 31cms or 58 x 3lcms and retail at £224 and £4,385 
respectively. 

Other recent additions to their extensive range of 
graphic arts products include Beta magnifiers at £32 for x 10 
magnification and £39 for x20 magnification; and self-ad
hesive register marks in positive or negative form for corner 
and centre registration at £13.78 plus VAT per box of 200. 

Details from Amold Cook (Graphic Arts) Ltd., River
side Maltings, Stanstead Abbots, Ware, Herts. SG12 4HG. 
Telephone (0920) 870991 

Studland Mounting Boards 
Studland Black Centre mounting boards are available 

in 13 colours and can be used to give dramatic effects by 
cutting bevelled edges or V-grooves on the boards to reveal 
their black centres. Also new are the Studland Fabric and 
Texture ranges which come in 17 and 14 colours respective
ly and like all Studland mounting boards are a full44" x 32" 
size and retail at £1.50 each. The new range work well with 
many of the 66 colours of the Clark aluminium edge mould
ings now offered by Daler as a cut to size service. 

Plan File Systems Ltd. 
Plan tubes are a range of rigid polypropylene screw-in 

tubes sui table for carrying single or multiple copies of maps, 
plans or drawings which can securely housed in rolled-up 
form when the two halves of the tube are screwed together 
- they retail at £3.50 each. 

Chartpack 
Chartpack have introduced a new range of Cyclopak 

plastic map tubes incorporating screw-in extensions and 
tops which can be added or taken away as required. These 
dustproof, showerproof tubes are made from high density 
lighweight plastic in black or grey. Cost including VAT, are 
£5 for the 2.5" and £7 for the 3.5" in a standard length of 
27 .5", with the 9" extender segments costing £2 and £2.50 
respectively. 

TYPESETTING & DESK TOP PUBLISHING 

The Electronic Publishing & Print Show 
20-22 June 1989, Wembley Exhibition Centre, London. 

EP'89 covers everything from software packages for 
Desk Top Publishing (DTP) and technical publishing sys
tems to the latest in typesetting equipment, laser printers, 
scanners, colour wax copiers, disk convertion systems and 
CD ROM. Over 50 companies will be represented at the ex
hibition including Apple(UK), Aldus(UK), 
Compugraphic(UK), Hey den & Son, Letraset, Linotype and 
Monotype. 

Details and registration forms from EP'89, Blenheim 
Online Ltd., Blenheim House, Ash Hill Drive, Pinner, 
Middlesex, HAS 2AE. 

AM Varityper 
AM Varityper offer a wide range of PostScript products 

including their new 4000 series PostScript Laser Imageset-
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ters - a range of high performance imaging systems which 
output text and graphics to meet the most demanding stand
ards in all applications. Outputting at up to 20 inches per 
minute at resolutions of 1,200 to 2,400 dpi, the 4000 series 
is said to be the fastest in the industry. They also produce 
the highly successful600 dpi, VT600.Postscript compatible 
plain paper typesetter which is driven by an Apple Macin
tosh front-end and incorporates a graphics scanner. 

Details from AM Varityper, Maylands Avenue, Hemel 
Hempstead, Herts., HP2 7ET. Telephone (0442) 42251. 

Berthold Typographic Communication Ltd. 
Berthold produce an extensive range of typesetting and 

image processing equipment with full PostScript support, 
suitable for outputting full page make-up, including text, 
logos, line art and halftones. 

Equipment includes text input terminals - both PC and 
workstation; interactive page make-up workstations; Syn
tax (IBM PS/2 with Magna software); image system with 
image retouching; high and medium resolution continuous 
tone scanners; Apple Mac-to-workstation link utilising Ber
thold layout types on the Mac; PostScript output and high 
resolution laser phototypesetters. 

Details from Berthold Typographic Communication 
Ltd., Parkway House, Sheen Lane, London, SW14 8LS. 
Telephone 01-392-1155. 

Chelgraph Ltd. 
The Chelgraph A3laser proofer has been developed for 

the Ventura DTP system and is based on proven production 
technology using the same RIP (Raster Image Processor) 
employed to drive an ffiX imagesetter. Its main features in
clude direct Ventura output, full A3 format, high speed 400 
dpi resolution output, integrated logo scanning and a range 
of 700 fonts. 

Details from Chelgraph Ltd.,Berkley Court, High 
Street, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL52 6DA. Tele
phone (0242) 582442. 

Compugraphic (UK) Ltd. 
Recently introduced by Compugraphic is the Cg 

9400PS, a high quality PostScript laser imagesetter output
ting at resolutions up to 2,400 dpi. This machine has an 
output measure of 78 pica, which means that portrait A3 
pages with tick marks can be produced in one pass. As stand
ard the unit comes with 72 Adobe fonts on-line, a 80 Mb 
hard disk and uses the latest Adobe Atlas RIP (Raster Image 
Processor) for fast throughput, and can also automatically 
queue and send jobs. 

Details from Compugraphic (UK) Ltd., Wetherby, West 
Yorkshire, LS22 4DN. Telephone (0937) 61944. 

lnterMedia Graphic Systems Ltd. 
InterMedia offer a range of disk to typesetting data con

version systems which include InterLink PostScript 
software, InterText File Editor and InterMedia Terminal 
Emulator. 

The InterLink PostScript software allows popular de
sktop publishing packages such as Ventura Publisher and 
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Aldus PageMaker to output to widely available digital 
phototypesetters including Compugraphic 8000, 8400, 
8600, the Linotronic 100,101,202 and 300 Cora typesetters 
and the AM Varityper 6400/6700 series. 

InterText File Editor can be used to edit any files writ
ten to the InterMedia hard disk and has the usual editing 
facilities plus on-line hexidecimal editing. 

InterMedia Terminal Emulator is a communication 
package within the InterMedia software that supports stand
ard protocols such as XMODEM, KERMIT and any new 
standard. Facilities include auto dial and answer using the 
Hayes Smartmodem, auto log-on for various systems using 
script files and bulletin board with password protection. 

Details from InterMedia Graphic Systems Ltd., Lewes 
Business Centre, North Street, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 
2PE. Telephone (0273) 4 78725. 
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Intermedia Data Conversion 

ltek Graphix Ltd. 

ltek have recently launched their new Designitek text 
and graphics workstation, which combines design, compo
sition and paste-up in one system, with output to the IGX 
7000PS lmagesetter. 

Other products by Itek include the large screen PTW 
professional publishing program which runs on an IBM PC 
or compatible, a Scanner, the Digitek Typesetting System 
and the MacDigitek. The MacDigitek translates Apple Ma
cintosh Laser Prep PostScript files into Digitek formats and 
outputs text, rules and scanned graphics on the Digitek type
setter. 

Details from Itek Graphix Ltd., Westlink House, 981 
Great Western Road, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 9DN 
Telephone 01-568-9297. 

Keylink Electronic Keyboard Type Processor 

Keylink supplied by Ludlow Industries, is used to con
vert hand-operated lettering machines into a fast keyboard 
or PC-operated type processor. Key link features a 7,000 
character permanent memory, alpha-numeric incrementing, 
repeat function and remote control keyboard powerpack. PC 
compatibility is achieved with a drive unit and interface 
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which allows you to use word processing facilities such as 
editing and page make-up, or storage and recall before print
ing out on tape. 

The portable keyboard can be operated independently 
of the main unit. The basic conversion kit retails at £625 and 
the complete set including the printer retails at £1,250. 

Details from Ludlow Industries (UK) Ltd., Conbar 
House, Mead Lane, Hertford. Telephone (0992) 558401. 

Keylink Electronic Keyboard Type Processor 

Kroy (Europe) Ltd. 

Kroy have recently launched their 360 Digital Letter
ing System which blends together the benefits of two 
technologies - microprocessor electronics and thermal 
printing. The machine comes with Helvetica as the standard 
built-in typeface which can produce adhesive backed letter
ing from 6 to 60 point in one point increments in a choice 
of light, medium, regular or bold. 

,.,soPOINTIN SINGLE 
POINT INCREME ... 

LIGHT.REGULAR,MEDIUM,BOLD 

THE 360 WILL FILL Olr!l YOUR TYPE 

~we'* WllJe~Je=t f1li ~., 
9QSmi 1011iM a::Qt-<(t-W 

CONDENSE E >< P.A.. 11'.1 £> J.,'gtt,1~~s 
(Q)[lJ)lJ'[!J~rg SHADOW O,,§J;f Italicise 

Sample of type from Kroy 360 digital lettering system 

At the touch of a key the characters can be manipu
lated, at no extra cost, to produce italic, shadow, filled 
patterns/tints and outline effects to the lettering together 
with the ability to rotate or reverse images and expand let
ters vertically, horizontally, underline, produce two line 
printing, superscripts and subscripts. Other styles include 
Times Roman, Century Schoolbook, Univers 55, Gothic, 
Cooper, Souvenir etc. 
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Kroy lettering system users can now purchase K-Sun, a 
new tape system from Thames. The tapes are durable and 
smear resistant, give a dense, sharp image to the lettering 
and are available as black/white on all purpose, diazo 
reverse and labelling cartridges and in red, blue, green, 
orange or yellow on all purpose and opaque cartridges. The 
tape cartridges retail at £12, with a twelve month guarantee 
and a free cartridge offered with each pack of five. 

Details from Kroy (Europe) Ltd., Worton Grange In
dustrial Estate, Reading, Berkshire, RG2 OLZ. Telephone 
(0734) 861411. 

Linotype Ltd. 

Linotype supply a wide range of front-end and back
end products for the typesetting industry. Front-end systems 
include the APLlOOO, Linotype's Apple Macintosh based 
text and image entry workstation which incorporates their 
traditionally-based composition system specifically de
signed for the Macintosh and the series 2000 IBM-based 
workstations with text, graphics and page make-up fa
cilities. 

Linotype also offer a range of outputting imagesetters 
such as the Linotronic 300 which outputs high quality text, 
graphics and four-colour film separation, and the latest ad
dition to their range, the PostScript dedicated Linotronic 
200P imagesetter, which will output text, line-art and half
tones at a resolution of 1,700 dpi onto paper or film in 
positive or negative form. 

Another 8 PostScript fount volumes have been added 
to the 360 or so fount volumes currently held in the Lino
type Library. They include Antique Olive, Frutiger, Avenir, 
Concorde, Walbaum and Life. all volumes are available in 
both Macintosh and IBM PC format. 

Details from Linotype Ltd., Unit 4, Brentside Execu
tive Centre, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 
9HD. Telephone 01- 847-9100. 

Monotype International 

Monotype have recently introduced a new generation 
of imagesetters, the Prism, to their range of products. The 
Prism is based on the very latest infra-red laser diode tech
nology and incorporates a new RIP (Raster Image 
Processor), and there two versions available- Prism with the 
fast new Monotype RIP and Prism PS with an in-board 
Adobe RIP. It is now possible to integrate Monotype Com
mand Language files and PostScript files and output them 
at full speed on any Lasercomp imagesetter. 

The Monotype Typeface Library now offer a range of 
typefaces in PostScript language (e.g. Times New Roman, 
Gill Sans, Rockwell and Plantin) which they hope to in
crease to at least 250 typefaces within a few months. Each 
type face family is housed in a package containing a user ma
nual and a font disk which can be downloaded from your 
Macintosh, IBM PC, or compatible, onto printers or type
setters which support the PostScript language. 

Details from Monotype International, Honeycrock 
Lane, Salfords, Redhill, Surrey, RH1 5JP. Telephone 
(0737) 768644. 
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Scan graphic Visutek Ltd. 

Scangraphic have added to their extensive range of pro
ducts a new level of software for the Scantext 2000 text and 
graphics imaging system, together with a hardware upgrade 
(which allows for four- colour tint separation on the 2000) 
and a low cost line-art scanner. Apart from laying-in entire 
areas of tints, it will be possible to drop tints into graphic 
primitives such as squares, ellipses and starbursts. The 
screen angles used by Scangraphic are yellow 90•, black 
45•, magenta 18.4• and cyan 71.6·. In addition they offer 
Digital Design - a reference book to help designers under
stand the potential of electronic graphics manipulation. 

Details from Scangraphic Visutek Ltd., Caxton House, 
Randalls Way, Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 7TW. Telephone 
(0372) 378652. 

Typetronics Ltd. 

Typetronics supply powerful Apple Macintosh termi
nals that, say the company , offer greater creative scope than 
any other system. They also offer a wide range of proprie
tary software including PostScript programs from all the 
leading suppliers, as well the as Typetronics Concept pro
gram. Output from these front-end systems can be either low 
cost DTP style laser printers on to plain paper, or via the la
test Compugraphic 9400PS laser imagesetter, which works 
to maximum resolution of 2,400 dpi. 

Details from Typetronics Ltd., 3C8 Thorp Arch Trad
ing Estate, Wetherby, West Yorks, LS23 7BJ. Telephone 
(0937) 845367. 

Thames Valley Systems 

The ArtRoom CD ROM disk contains a comprehens
ive collection of PostScript art and fonts, on-line and on one 
single Compact Disk for the Macintosh. This includes 90 
different downloadable PostScript fonts and a massive col
lection of Encapsulated PostScript art which if purchased 
separately would occupy 27 floppy disks. All the fonts are 
fully compatible Macintosh auto-downloading PostScript 
fonts for use on Laserwriters or any other PostScript device 
and the graphics can be placed into any of the popular page 
layout programs, and can be edited with programs such as 
Illustrator, Illustrator 88 and Freehand. The complete col
lection on one single CD ROM disk is on offer at £795, with 
a Toshiba CD ROM drive for the Macintosh at a special 
package price of £1,495. 

Details from Thames Valley Systems, 1 Southern 
Court, South Street, Reading. Telephone (0734) 581829 

Tobias Systems 

DiskCopy is supplied on one floppy disk from Tobias 
Systems and can convert text from an IBM PC/XT or com
patible under PC DOS, to Linotype typesetting front-ends 
such as CRTronics 150, 320, 360 or 380, CRTronics 300 and 
the Terminal 300. It is menu driven and includes a set of 
codes tables which can be altered by the user to make it suit
able for foreign text conversion or standard English. Text 
created on word processing software as well as ASCII based 
desk top packages can be converted without the need to 
rekey text. 
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